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The Brand Index seeks to identify and celebrate the brands that 

are positively addressing representation as well as provide 

guidance to those brands wanting to make their brands more 

representative and relatable now, and in the future.
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Diverse workforce

Supporting organisations

Running initiatives

Collaborating with influencers

Running ads

0 2.5 5 7.5

What makes a brand representative?
Based on an average rating out of 10
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Having acquired responses from 374 members of our community, 
we were able to log responses for brands what they had thought of 
without prompt, and devise an index based on the individual 
selecting of the 25 Brand Z companies. The point scoring formula 
to devise a hirerarchy was as follows.
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+4 if you’re selected as the outright most representative

+2 if you’re selected as representative (multiple choice)

+1 if you’re not selected as either most representative or leastrepresentative

-2 if you’re chosen as not representative (multiple choice)

-2 if you’re chosen as not representative (multiple choice)

-4 if you're selected as the outright least representative
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Brand Index 2020
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Just eat 192 16 176 1

Asda 102 32 70 2

Sky 103 48 55 3

Tesco 106 58 48 4

Barclays 66 41 25 5

Dove 87 63 24 6

O2 35 35 0 7

Next 31 40 -9 8

Vodafone 37 42 -5 9

Virgin 19 40 -21 10

BT 49 49 0 11

Cadbury 29 52 -23 12

Three 16 39 -23 13

HSBC 40 63 -23 14

Castrol 1 45 -44 15

Lloyds 16 56 -40 16

Johnnie Walker 1 59 -58 17

Prudential 2 62 -60 18

Lipton 6 75 -69 19

Burberry 44 101 -57 20

BP 1 88 -87 21

Dyson 5 104 -99 22

Ocado 8 99 -91 23

Shell 11 110 -99 24

Land Rover 10 119 -109 25



“They show diversity in their adverts and promotions to show that minorities are no different 
when using their services and equality is prioritised” - on Just Eat

“Because of the Snoop Dogg song” - on Just Eat

“They have a large presence of collaborating with ethnic minorities. some companies like Dove 
also have diversity as their main advertising components” - on Dove

“The programmes, partnerships and unofficial ambasssadors” - on Sky

“Corporate team is diverse and they have 3 programs they run yearly to either expose, hire or fun 
people from different backgrounds” - on Sky

Comments on the most representative
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“I can’t say they are not diverse, but I don’t recall seeing much diversity in any of their 
communications. Dyson in particular do not use women of color often in their adverts for hair 
appliances. I do recall making a link between Shell and trying to recruit more women into science, 
but I don’t think they do much beyond gender ” - on Shell & Dyson

“Big oil companies tend to have drastic effects on lower economically sustainable countries” - on Shell

“Recent events of them cutting a scene with a black couple due to the backlash that another 
supermarket received for being diverse. To me, it showed that they weren’t interested in being 
part of the positive change” - on Tesco

Comments on the least representative
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Unpromted responses on brands

Which brands do you feel are addressing and contributing to conversations 
around better represntation in Britain? (a brand is any type of 
company/business/organisation)

Sainsbury’s

25%

* Fenty, JD Sports, BBC, Adidas, ASOS & Netflix 

were also mentioned relatively frequently

Nike

24%
Channel 4

7%
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Sainsburys 98

Nike 89

Channel 4 25

JD Sports 20

BBC 18

ASOS 18

Adidas 17

Footasylum 16

Ben & Jerry’s 15

Netflix 14

Dove 12

YouTube 10

Tesco 10

Pretty Little Thing 10

Gymshark 9

Galdem 9

Boohoo 8

Bumble 6

Fenty 5

Guap 5

Spotify 5

Unprompted responses on brands - continued
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Insights and recommendations
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The type of industry a brand operates in can have a sizable impact on brand 
perception. For example, supermarkets may appear diverse due to being 
consumer facing (visibility of ethnically diverse workforce and an expansive 
ethnic food aisle) but they may not have a diverse representative head office, 
which consumers are not attune to. 



Consumer facing brands have an advantage where diversity of workforce is 
important. Personal experience working for one of these brands can also 
impact visbility.

Industry Visibility
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Taking a stance in favour of racial representation, in spite of potential backlash 
works favourable with minority consumers, e.g. Tesco’s decision to remove a 
black actor from an advert was a very heavily reflected in the results from a 
quant and qual perspective.



Sainsbury’s victory in the unprompted results evidences the need for brands to 
speak up against injustice. Many of the other names on this list evoked an 
anti-justice sentiment in their brand profile (Nike, Channel 4)

Perceived stance on inclusion and racial representation
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12% of those asked responded to the Brand Z list with ‘none, neither or N/A’, 
reflecting a need to address a particular sense of disconnect with the brands 
listed in the Brand Z rankings.

Brand apathy and cynicsm 
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Utlising off shoot sub brands (Sky Sports News, Barclay’s Life Skills, YouTube 
Black) to reflect a prorgressive stance on racial diversity and representation can 
have a domino effect on th ebrand in it’s entirety.

The importance of sub-brands
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